In *Viaggio nel paese delle meraviglie*, Bertucci brings to life the journey of the Abbé Jean-Antoine Nollet. In 1749, the renowned French natural philosopher left the Parisian court and, on the well-trodden routes of the Grand Tour, travelled throughout the Italian peninsula. The official reason for his journey was to question the therapeutic use of medicinal tubes and electricity devised by the Venetian scholar Gianfrancesco Pivati. Italy, with its scenic landscapes and fine arts, was the land that instilled a love for the marvellous. In the context, *Il paese delle meraviglie* ---i.e. "Wonderland"---denotes a degree of credulity, of belief in the extraordinary that in many instances characterized that of the locals.

Paola Bertucci is an authority on the origins of medical electricity on which she has worked extensively since the late 1990s. She revived the then innovative work carried out in the 1980s by Margaret Rowbottom and Charles Susskind and incorporated into her research their museological attention to material culture. In addition, Bertucci mastered social history, in particular the work of Simon Schaffer who notably reminded us that the definition of natural philosophy is never clear cut.

Bertucci\'s account reflects a historiographic concern with the artificiality of the divide between natural science and medicine, and between orthodoxy and heterodoxy. Medical electricians tenaciously tried to carve a niche for themselves against the incursions of prevailing factions of the Republic of Letters, whose institutional outposts were academies and societies. Bertucci clearly renders the extent of political networking between members and patrons of the Académie Royale des Sciences, the Royal Society and, last but not least, the Istituto delle Scienze di Bologna of which Pivati was also a member. Backed by illustrious colleagues, clients and societies, Nollet managed to present himself under an aura of scientific objectivity. Whilst in Rome, he was received by the influential patron of the Istituto, Pope Benedict XIV, who found in Nollet a useful ally against the theologically unsound medical use of electricity. The Istituto was caught in a double bind. On the one hand, its members had publicized Pivati\'s discovery across Europe and on the other, they were confronted with a high degree of resistance from both powerful insiders and foreign scientific societies. Diplomacy, suggests the author, was the only possible way out. Social aspects easily overshadowed natural philosophical ones.

Much of Bertucci\'s material is collected from Nollet\'s public and private writings. As always, the *Gentleman\'s Magazine* is extremely useful for contextualizing the social milieu of the time. Thanks to a thorough handling of archival sources, the author achieves her stated intent to build a dialogue between the Abbé, his allies and foes. Typically, it is in aristocratic palaces that much of the experimentation, entertainment, networking and also spying took place. In the footsteps of Paula Findlen, Bertucci highlights the contribution of outstanding women of science to the ongoing debate. A strong paradox emerges from the author\'s account of eighteenth-century natural philosophy: an almost unbridgeable opposition between love for the truth and love for the marvellous.

In chapter five *Viaggio* takes an almost unexpected turn. Bertucci has thoroughly researched Nollet\'s travel notes in his *Journal du voyage de Piemont et d\'Italie en 1749*. Large parts of the manuscript are devoted not to natural philosophy but to silk manufacturing. Apart from scientific enquiry, the Abbé appears to have had an unofficial reason for visiting Italy: industrial espionage. The report on the silkworm industry presented to the Académie would gain Nollet a professorship in physic at the Collège de Navarre in Paris. Bertucci states that these data remained hidden in Nollet\'s diary for centuries and are now published for the first time. In an academic world that seeks for novelty, the reader could easily be misled into thinking that the author is the first to refer to Nollet\'s mission. This is not exactly the case and unfortunately, in her extensive bibliography, Bertucci forgets to cite a 1993 article by Mary Agnes Burnistone Brazier (*J. Hist Neurosci.*, **2**) where the silk affair is also briefly mentioned.

A metaphorical thread of silk or, as Bertucci states, a silk road, makes of this monograph a pleasurable whole. Given the sources and the chronological format chosen, the book could easily have become a geographically compartmentalized account of successive stages of six months\' travel. Bertucci has magisterially avoided that pitfall. In the historical circumstances she presents, scientific and market laws are tightly intertwined. The author\'s wide-angled perspective makes a book that will surely engage an academic readership by its style and competence. The same style, the beautiful prose and the restricted recourse to analytical views has certainly the potential to capture the imagination of a much wider an audience.
